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Penetration test



Phase 1: Reconnaissance
 Information:

 IP addresses/URLs

 Used for scanning phase

 Operating Systems used; Technology deployed

 Security used

 Personal information

 E-Mail Addresses

 Usernames

 Employees,

 Roles,

 Hobbies,

…

 everything



Questions on Theory



1.What are the phases in a Cyber attack?

Answer:

The typical phases involved in cyber attack are as below:

Phase 1: Reconnaissance –Figuring out capability targets that satisfy the undertaking of the 
attackers (e.g., economic benefit, centered access to sensitive information, emblem damage).

Phase-2 Weaponization - Decide what defenses are in location, they pick their 
weapon, whether it’s a zero-day take advantage of, a spear-phishing marketing campaign, 
bribing a worker, or some different.

Phase 3: Delivery – Now the assault starts. Phishing e-mails are dispatched with weaponized 
attachment



Phase 4: Exploitation– The hacker use the user names and passwords arrive in previous phase

Phase 5:Installation–Attacker start set up a continual backdoor, create Admin accounts at the network, disable 
firewall policies to makes positive that they retain to have get entry to the community .

Phase 6: Command & control– The compromised device is then used as a beachhead into an agency. commonly, 
this involves the attacker downloading and installing a remote-access Trojan (RAT) so they can set up 
continual, long-term, remote get right of entry to for your environment.

Phase 7: Action & objective: Now Attacker have overall control, they are able to gain their objectives. This will be 
stealing information on employees, customers, product designs, etc.



2. Are there different models for structuring a cyber attack? If 
so, which ones?

Answer:

Different models for structuring a cyber attack are as below

1. Attack graph approach

2. Attack tree approach

3. Cyber kill chain modelling approach

4. Diamond model

5. simulation approach model

Attack tree Model

Attacker Tree model is ordinary approach for modelling cyber assaults. Cyber attack is represented in the shape of a tree. The 
attack tree constitutes a cyber attack situation by using constructing the final cyber attack goal as the root and sub-goals as 
leaves. In attack model based on an attacker’s purpose was proposed to determine the role of an individual intrusion 
detection system (IDS) in a distributed IDS environment.



3. Why are different models used?

Answer:

The purpose of each cyber attack is different, that's why different models are used to serve different purposes.

The attack graph method is a technique of graphing all feasible paths that an attacker can assault by way of using data of 
hosts in a network.

The attack tree technique use tree concept constitutes a cyber assault scenario by means of building the final cyber attack 
goal as the root and sub-goals as leaves

The cyber kill chain is derived from the conventional military term—kill chain. A kill chain is a non-stop method from detecting
a goal to destroying it.

The cyber analysis modeling evaluation tool provides a simulation toolkit to evaluate the threat and decorate the resiliency of 
cyber assaults

The diamond model is a novel version for cyber intrusion analysis. The version incorporates four primary additives: adversary, 
infrastructure, capability, and victim, all of which might be related in a diamond shape. Diamond-shaped nodes represent one 
assault event.



4. What is the approximate time horizon of a cyber attack?

Answer: Cyber attack is a practice to gain unauthorized access of smart device with the intent 
to cause harm. Sometimes cyber attack is also done for purpose to steal sensitive data / 
Information.

Many Sources find that during COVID-19 pandemic China also launches cyber attacks against 
India for secret of corona vaccine. In Oct2020 China launch 40,000+ times cyber attack in just 5 
days. So, there is no fixed time horizon for cyber attack. However, Execute cyber attack 
frequently basis with different methods is best time frame.



5. What information sources can be used for a cyber attack? Can you give examples?

Answer:

A cyber attack is an attempt to avail unauthorized access to a computer/Laptop or smart phone with the intent to cause harm. Below sources can be used for 
cyber attack

* Need Credential of system to attempt credential-based attack

* Required Malware to attack information System. spyware and Trojans are best examples of malware.

* Information about System IP address and MAC Address

* MitM(Man- in-the-Middle) to attempt eavesdropping attacks

* Unsecure public Wi-Fi

* Structured Query Language (SQL) injection to execute SQL injection attacks.

* Information about DNS protocol

* Fraudulent communications through mail to steal sensitive data known as phishing

example: Texas ransomware attacks (August 2019)

WannaCry(May2017)



6. How could the information collected be categorized?

Answer:

The information is classified in 4 major component

1. Victim: What is the profile of the person being attacked? Is the victim information being attacked 
publicly available (e.g., via the Internet)?

2.Capability: Did the attacker use any Malware? Did the attacker use a recognised hacking device

3. Infrastructure: Information about IP Address and Domain Name

4.Adversary: Information about physical infrastructure (hardware, operating system, Software version)



7. Explain the term OSINT.

Answer: 

OSINT, stands on open-source intelligence, is the exercise of collecting data 
from published or in any other case publicly available assets. OSINT 
operations, whether practiced by IT security professionals, malicious hackers, 
or country-sanctioned intelligence operatives, use advanced strategies to 
search through the giant haystack of visible information to discover the 
needles they're seeking out to obtain their goals and learn statistics that many 
don't understand is public.

Example: Maltego, Recon-ng, theHarvester, SpiderFoot, Babel X



Donald Trump

 Donald John Trump

 June 14 1946 (74 years old)

 New York

 Nationality:

 Education:



Family

 Father: Fred Trump

 Mother: Mary Anne MacLeod

Everyone is now saying how right I was with illegal 
immigration & the wall. After Paris, they're all on the 
bandwagon.

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) November 19, 
2015

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/667379374639984640




Family

 Wife: Melania Knauss

 5 children:

Donald Jr., Ivanka, Eric, Tiffany, Barron

Residence:

c/o Mar-a-Lago, 1100 S. Ocean Boulevard, Palm Beach, 
Florida



Financial

• Estimated $2 Billion

• Commercial Real Estate $1.2 billion

• Residential Real Estate $148 million

• Hospitality $38 million

• Hotel Licensing and Management $42 million

• Golf Courses $217 million

• Other Properties $295 million

• Cash $160 million



Facts

• Germaphobe 

• Doesn’t drink alcohol 

• WWE Fan
• Likes to play Golf

• Only sleeps 4 hours a night

• Went to military school 
when he was 13





HSLU
University

1997

1758 employees (2018)

761 lecturers (2018)

7066 students (2019)

Campuses

Lucerne

Horw

Emmenbrücke

Rotkreuz

Departments 

Engineering and Architecture 

Computer science

Business 

Social Work

Art & Design

Music 



Web presence of the HSLU

• Tools:

 jobs hslu.ch vs. jobs site:hslu.ch

 jobs hslu.ch

 Job offers from hslu.ch and third party websites

 jobs site:hslu.ch

 Job offers only from hslu.ch

 Findings

 OOA/OOD, UML

 Scrum, RUP

 SpringBoot, Angular/React/VueJS, HTML5, iOS und 
Android

 Java/Kotlin, Javascript/Typescript, optional C/C++, .Net

 Unity

 C# oder C++

 JavaScript und Python



Social media appearance of the HSLU 

Name: Lucerne University of Applied 

Sciences and Arts

Category: College & University

Description

Website https://www.hslu.ch/

041 228 42 42

Email: info@hslu.ch

Opening time

Posts

Pictures with greetings

News

Articles

Students

Technologies

Switzerland

Interviews

https://www.hslu.ch/
















Technical analysis of the HSLU 

 Fingerprinting Organizations with Collected Archives

 FOCA Tool is a tool used mainly to find metadata and hidden 
information in the documents it scans.

 Information we got:

 Metadata 

 Documents

 Users

 Folders

 Printers

 Software

 Emails

 OS

 Network

 Servers

 Ip address









Shodan.io

 is a search engine that lets the user find 
specific types of computers (webcams, routers, 
servers, etc.) connected to the internet using a 
variety of filters.

 Information we got:

 Services

 Ip address

 Protocol versions

 Technologies

 Certificate

 ISP





Maltego CE

• information is now searched for and displayed 
in graphical form




